TENDER DOCUMENT

NIT No. DLI/C&E/WI-665/529R

FOR

Tender for “Design, Engineering, manufacturing at work, Supply for 46 KM MS Painted Perforated Cable Trays of different sizes & Associated Works “Augmentation of Raw Material Handling Receipt and Handling facilities with new OHP Part– B (Package-061) of Bhilai Steel Plant, (SAIL)”. 
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NOTES:
150,200 mm dia cable tray are to be used for cables for PCS & BSS along with the conveyor post instead of conduit.

W  | H  | T  | 2.0
---|----|----|----
150| 50 |    | 2.0
200| 50 |    | 2.0
300| 50 |    | 2.0
450| 50 |    | 2.0
600| 50 |    | 2.0

1. Unitary - No Sticks.
2. Finishing tray to be free from bumps and sharp edges.
3. HR = 2mm. Outlets & Mating disc for coupler plates.
4. These shall be used wherever necessary.